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Lion king 2 kovu and kiara cubs

Petition to give Forgotten Disney more loveThis is my favorite movie of all time. StoryThe Circle of Life continues with Simba and Nala's daughter Kiara. He meets an Outsider named Kovu and befriends him, however their friendship is forbidden. Kovu's mother, the woman, was scar's most loyal lion, and she leads the Outsiders, a Pride loyal to Scar. Simba
doesn't want your daughter to have anything to do with them. Together Kovu and Kiara must unite their Prides.KiaraKiara is the daughter of Simba and Nala, the older sister of Kovu's wife Kion, and the future queen of the Pride Lands. With Kovu's help, they joined the Outsiders and Pride Landers along with a pride. BabyKiara was born at the end of the Lion
King, and at the beginning of The Lion King 2. She is a playful puppy and leaf bats in the winds and giggles at Pride Land animals under CubKiara is very similar to Simba as a puppy. She's adventurous and funny she loves, but she doesn't like her father's protection. AdultKiara becomes a brave adult, and is close to being queen of Pride Rock. He falls in
love with Kovu and joins their Prides feud.KovuKovu is an Outsider and the son of . She is training him to take back the Lands of Pride from Simba, but he falls in love with Kiara and changes his mind. Kovu is a puppy with a hard exterior, which melts when he befriends Kiara. The two manage to escape crocodiles together and start playing
together.Sourcesdisney-fan-fiction.wikia.comdisney.wikia.comwww.fanpop.comsaka.lionking.orgwww.youtube.com //www.oocities.org/tlkmajesty/SPImages.htmlwww.animationsource.orglionking.wikia.comwww.tmuscle.co.uklinksservice.comes.disney.wikia.cominfbox.wikia.com The Lion King II: Simba's Pride Romeo Montague from Romeo &amp; Juliet The
chosen one (by Zira and Nuka)Little termite (by Nuka)Fuzzy maraca (by Timon, as a cub)Little lad (by Zira)Riffraff (by Zazu)Scar's heir (by Simba)Kid (by Timon)Green eyes (by Jasiri) Kind, conflicted, caring, friendly, brave, serious, protective, affectionate, good-hearted, fun-loving, cheerful, calm, remorseful, insecure (formerly) Slender lion, auburn fur, tan
muzzle, underbelly and paws, black nose, dark brown mane, emerald green eyes Scar's chosen heir (formerly)Prince Consort of the Pride LandsFuture King of the Pride Lands To avenge Scar and take over the Pride Lands (formerly)To reunite the two prides (succeeded) Outlands (formerly)Pride Rock , Pride Lands Scar † (adoptive father) † (adoptive
mother or biological mother)Nuka † (adoptive brother or older half-brother)Vitani (older adoptive sister or half-sister)Kiara (partner)Simba (father-in-law)Nala (mother-in-law)Kion and Baliyo (brothers-in-law)Rani (in-in-law sister)Rani (sister -in-law) Mufasa † and Nala †'s father (grandparents-in-law)Sarabi and Sarafina (grandmothers in the play)Ahadi † (greatgrandfather-in-law)Uru † (great-grandmother-in-law)Mohatu † (great-great-grandfather-in-law) Kiara, Simba, Nala, Timon, (ex), Scar (ex), Vitani, Rafiki, Outsiders, Pridelanders, Kion, Bunga, Fuli, Ono, Beshte, Mzingo, Mwoga, Anga, Janja, Chungu, Cheezi, Jasiri, Madoa, Mufasa, Azaad, Rani, Nuka (formerly) Simba (formerly), sira, Scar, Outsiders (briefly),
Kion (ex), Jasiri (ex), Madoa (ex), Bunga (ex), Fuli (ex), Beshte (ex), Ono (ex), Vitani (briefly), Nuka Being with Kiara, being accepted by Kiara, having fun, romance Being like Scar , being abused by his mother, Simba's distrust, pride in fighting, being separated from Kiara, discrimination Animal strength and agility Helps bring pride together and becomes
Simba and Nala's naula son-in-law when he marries Kiara as his prince and future king, watches Kion become king of the tree of life He will never hurt Kiara, or I will never get hurt. Judge me now for who I am. Or should I be blamed for a crime I didn't commit? - Kovu a Simba Kovu is the deuteragonist of the 1998 Disney direct film The Lion King II: Pride of
Simba, the sequel to the 1994 film. He is the son of Eara, the younger adoptive brother of Nuka and Vitani, and Kiara's companion. Kovu is said to be Scar's youngest son, who is a close follower of Scar; His two older brothers are Nuka and Vitani. He apparently was born at some point during Scar's reign, as Scar chose him as his successor. As a result, he
was referred to by the Outsiders as the Chosen One. However, Scar merely adopted him, and Kovu has no relationship with Scar. His chosen path was halted after Simba regained the throne from Scar and exiled the Outsiders. As a result of Scar's death, Kovu was to avenge Scar by killing Simba and usurping the throne. Like a puppy, he was put through a
hard workout by Ea to prepare him for this task. Kovu's personality is aggressive and crude, even like a puppy. At the first meeting with Kiara, his first reaction is to growl a challenge, and the only game he seems to understand is the fight against the game. His violent tendencies are reinforced by a talent for caring for himself, as he is physically fit and a
capable hunter, two characteristics that make way for his more arrogant and arrogant side. Even like a puppy, Kovu strives to please and is not ashamed to show the most innocent Kiara. However, in front of his mother, Kovu is submissive and inclined to show off his softer side, exposing the desire to make friends and kindly treat the new puppy he has just
met. After meeting Kiara again as a teenager, Kovu begins to yield to his inner good, proving to enjoy laughter and good times. Kovu physical appearance like a puppy. Kovu is noted by many to have a strong resemblance to Scar, although it is a coincidence. Its fur is coppery, and its muzzle, paws and belly are all creamy brown in color. He has a dark brown
tuft and tufts of fur on the elbow joints that correspond to the color of his tuft of the head and tip of the tail. Its Dark Darkness mirror those of his brothers, but his emerald green eyes do not match any member of his family. As a teenager, Kovu's sole is colored a very rich dark brown and corresponds to the dark hues of his elbow tufts and tail tip. He later has
a scar on his left eye identical to Scar's, which is inflicted by . The Lion King II appears: Simba's Kovu Pride meets Kiara. One day, Kovu escaped from his brother Nuka, who was supposed to watch him. As he wandered, he met Kiara, Simba's daughter, who had wandered into the Outer Lands. The two cubs became friends after an accident with crocodiles,
but were quickly separated from their struggling parents. Back home, she angrily scolds Kovu for trying to make friends with an enemy, but then realizes that he may be able to use friendship to allow Kovu to approach Simba and kill him. He then praises Kovu for his brilliance, stating that he has the same conniving mind that Scar had. When Kovu became a
teenager, she sent him to the Lands of Pride to start her plan. As part of the plan, he rescues Kiara from a fire that was put in place by Nuka and his sister Vitani. After saving Kiara, he asks him to allow Simba to join the Pride Landers. Although Simba initially rejects him, it is noted that by law he owes Kovu a debt for saving Kiara. As a refund, Kovu is
authorized to return to the Lands of Pride; however, Simba still does not trust him. Simba chooses to reserve his final judgment until he can know Kovu's character and forces Kovu to sleep outside the den away from pride. Kovu briefly appears in Simba's nightmare, where Scar transforms into him and throws Simba off a cliff in the escape (similar to how
Scar killed Mufasa in the first film). During his time at Pride Rock, it becomes apparent that Kovu has never had much fun before. When Kiara chooses to chase the birds alongside Timon and Pumbaa for fun, Kovu believes he is training. Kiara teaches him to loosen up and have fun. Over time, she becomes fond of Kiara and begins to fall in love with her, a
feeling that is encouraged by a meeting with Rafiki and begins to question her role in the plot of . Later, Simba finally warms up to Kovu and thanks him for saving his daughter's life the other day and invites him into the den with pride. The next morning, Kovu decides to reveal Kiara's plot and that he no longer wants to be a part of it because he loves her, but
is prevented from doing so when Simba takes him alone to speak. After hearing Simba revisit Scar's story, he realizes how wrong his mother was in his opinion of Scar. However, the two were ambushed by Eara and the Outsiders, who spied on Kovu and realized was having second thoughts. The ambush was part of the plan. Kovu denies this, but Simba still
believes it and distrusts him quickly. Kovu attempts to defend Simba but is passed out by Vitani. Kovu reunites with Kiara. After After Unable to escape the Outsiders, Kovu rushes to the Outsiders to see Nuka, who had become trapped under the trunks while trying to attack Simba. Nuka dies from his injuries, leaving Kovu, his family, and his pride devastated.
Nuka's death, which struck him angrily, struck him angrily, recalling Scar's appearance. In response, Kovu opposes his mother for the first time, rejects Scar and runs away. Back at Pride Rock, Simba believes Kovu was behind the ambush, and belied the rogue lion from the Pride Lands, ignoring Kiara's protests. As Kovu flees, he is observed by Rafiki from
afar who sighes very sadly as he realizes that Simba has completely defied his father's goals and broken the Circle of Life. However, Kovu later reunited with Kiara, who had escaped Pride Rock to find him. The two briefly discuss running away to form their pride, but Kiara convinces Kovu that they need to return to try to unite their pride. Kovu blocks Eara's
road. Kovu and Kiara return to visit the Pride Landers and Outsiders engaged in a bitter war, with Simba and Sira preparing to fight one-on-one. Kovu and Kiara manage to separate them, and Kovu publicly announces his intention not to let Kiara or Simba not harm. As a result of her words and actions, Vitani leaves her team by her side, with the other
Outsiders following her after she threatens to kill Vitani. When she attempts to attack Simba, Kovu watches as Kiara fights her in an attempt to save her father. He sighs sadly when he sees his mother fall to his death. Simba apologizes to Kovu for his mistake and allows him to return to the Lands of Pride, where he is married to Kiara by Rafiki. Lion Guard
Cub Kovu in the Lion Guard. Kovu, along with Nuka, Vitani, and their pride in returning to the Disney Junior series The Lion Guard Episode Lions of The Outer Lands, which takes place some time after Kovu's first encounter with Kiara. He is very confident when Kiara's brother Kion says he could return them to the Lands of Pride because of his desire to see
Kiara again, something Kion was not aware of until then. When his servants are swept off the waterrest ( which they had taken from Jasiri's clan) by the Roar of the Elders of Kion, Kovu manages to avoid being swept away. When Kion begins to approach him, Kovu runs after his mother, brothers, and pride. Kovu later returned to the finale of the Return to the
Lands of Pride series (which takes place after The Pride of Simba) when the Lion Guard arrives in the Outer Lands on the way to the Pride Lands. After Kion recovers in the Tree of Life and returns to the Lands of Pride with the Lion Guard, Anga sees Kovu at Rock. This worries Kion and his friends, thinking they may have been too late. When the Lion Guard
and the Outlanders are about to fight Vitani and his team, Kiara and Kovu immediately interfere, with Kiara revealing to Kion that Kovu, Vitani and the rest of their pride have Their. When Kion asks about himself, Kovu grimly reveals that he is dead. He and Kiara then take Kion and his Guard to Pride Rock where he, Rafiki, and Kiara explain everything that
had happened while the Lion Guard was away, where Kiara and Kovu are said to be the new rulers of the Pride Lands. Watching Kion's wedding/coronation. Later, Kovu and the royal family spend the whole day with Kion (during which he and Kion most likely get to know each other much better and bond as brothers) and at night look at the spirit of Mufasa,
who is happy to see them together. The next day, Kovu and many other animals watch the competition between Kion and Vitani's Lion Guards, which ends with Kion naming Vitani's team as the new Lion Guard for winning most of the competition. Kovu, along with the rest of the royal family and all the Pridelanders attend kion's coronation and marriage to
Queen Rani and is happy that his new brother is now free to be with what he loves and follow his own destiny just as he and Kiara did and cheer for him. Reports The Disney Wiki has an article focusing on Kovu's relationships. Gallery The Disney Wiki has a collection of images and media related to Kovu. Trivia Kovu means scar in Swahili. Sora's lion shape
in Kingdom Hearts II resembles Kovu as a puppy. Kovu would originally be Scar's biological son, however, Micheal Eisner decided that Kovu should not be related to Scar, as it would cause incest between him and Kiara as first cousins. In particular, first cousins once removed, such as Kovu and Simba, would be cousins. Her mand road was also black
during the early stages of development, but she was reassigned to her final project when her relationship with Scar was cancelled. In the production, Kovu's original name was Nunka when he was Scar's son, but soon renamed Kovu, presumably because of Nunka being an error in spelling the Spanish word, Nunca which translates to Mai. In the
documentary Proud of Simba's Pride, Kovu is described as a teenage assassin. This would mean that his teenage self is the equivalent of an 18/19-year-old. In the Lion's Guard, he always seems to be the least aggressive Outsider, which means his intensive training hasn't made him more aggressive yet. However, he was able to resist Nuka and attack for
Jasiri when Nuka was ready to attack her, implying that his intensive training at least made him, to some extent, assertive. In the Lion's Guard, Kovu's voice seems to be deeper, implying that he has aged since his first encounter with Kiara. Kion also expresses shock when he learns of Kovu's friendship with his older sister. This could mean that Kion was not
yet born or was a child when Kiara and Met. In a way, Kovu's plan to become King of the Lands of Pride succeeds because he begins as heir to Scar's throne, but ironically through his marriage to Kiara, Kovu ends up being Simba's heir. It is unclear whether the city is kovu kovu or adoptive mother. If she is her biological mother, she would make Nuka and
Vitani her half-brothers. Otherwise, it would only be their adoptive brother. v - e - d Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Noticed.
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